CASE STUDY

Harbour Masters Building
Dubai

Project
Located on the border of the Palm Jumeirah, Dubai Harbour Master Building is set to become a highly disguisable architectural masterpiece
within one of Dubai’s most iconic districts, serving as a multi-functional accommodation for yacht owners, charters, and general visitors. The
facility will serve as a yachting society hub and it will house numerous food and beverage facilities, encouraging the vibrant lifestyle within the
area and offering a contemporary presence to an already prestigious seafront district. The building has been designed to maintain the historical
connection with the Arabian sea whilst showcasing the creativity of Dubai’s interior designers and architects.
Our team worked closely with Bluehaus Group to discover the best solution to meet the design and aesthetic requirements for the interior
finishes and Microtopping, supplied by our partners Ideal Work, was selected. The endless variety of colours and finishing choices that
Microtopping offers allowed us to produce a vast collection of samples for the client’s selection to encourage an easy specification process and
reduce the design duration. Once the finish was confirmed, our team were ready to transform the facility. Due to the 2-3mm thickness, we
were able to prepare the previous surface and apply Microtopping without any removal of previous materials, reducing site wastage and
supporting the project deadlines. The benefit of its slim thickness is a key factor into Microtopping’s capabilities and allowed us to achieve a
rustic, clouded concrete finish without facing the weight limitations of traditional concrete. When applied by a specialist applicator,
Microtopping guarantees continuity throughout the entire area due to the specific mixtures and combination of materials which are bespoke
to each finish.
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Our team inculcate the core value of "Delivering Quality on Time” as a guiding principle with every project we undergo. Each member of
our workforce contributes to our success within every application and with our consistently growing knowledge, the finishes will continue
to reflect are hard work and attention to detail. The efficiency and precision of our workforce and our wide selection of high-quality solutions
support the client’s goals greatly and guarantee customer satisfaction.

Completion Date: January 2022
Area Applied: 325 m2
Client: Laing O’Rourke & Bluehaus Group
System: Microtopping®

Our Mission

Since 2011, Duphill’s vision has always been to achieve excellence in every project we deliver. This
high standard is what keeps our dedicated team continuously applying our core value of “Delivering
Quality on Time” and guarantees satisfaction for all our valuable clients.
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Contact us

Social Media Links

Phone: +9714 5516591

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/duphill/

Email: info@duphilluae.com

Facebook: @DuphillUAE

Web: www.duphill.com

Instagram: @DuphillUAE
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